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Metal-semiconductor interfaces are key elements in device architecture. A matched atomic structure, with a low energy density, is conducive to smooth epitaxial growth. An important question is: What governs the growth pattern for lattice mismatched cases? For example, Pb films grown on Si(111)-(1x1) adopt the low-energy close-packed (111) surface orientation [1, 2, 3] , and Ag films grown on Ge(111)-(1x1) behave similarly [4] . Each system has a large lattice mismatch, and the overlayer, under smooth film growth conditions, retains its own lattice constant and assumes an incommensurate (1×1) parallel-epitaxy configuration, I(1×1) for short [5] . Prior studies of these systems have shown ample evidence for quantum confinement, which gives rise to discrete quantum well states (QWS) and thickness-dependent electronic structure [6] .
As a result, the surface energy and stability exhibit damped oscillations as a function of film thickness that are responsible for a number of novel effects including preferred (or magic) thicknesses, stability oscillations, non-stochastic roughness, and reentrant bilayer growth [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . While these diverse phenomena are well understood, the simple I(1×1) configuration has remained a puzzle. Is it related to quantum confinement as well, and how?
This work focuses on Pb(111) growth on Ge(111), a case of special interest. The mismatch between the Pb and Ge lattice constants, 4.92 Å and 5.65 Å, is 13%. However, if the Pb film is rotated by 30º from the I(1×1) configuration, the Pb (2×2) unit cell and the substrate unit cell become well matched (Fig. 1 ). This configuration, for short, should be the preferred epitaxial orientation, and it is indeed the case at large film thicknesses. However, the general tendency toward the I(1×1) in other systems suggests otherwise, and this is indeed the preferred structure at small film thicknesses. The competition between the two configurations, and I(1×1), follows approximately an inverse-film-thickness dependence with superimposed bilayer oscillations. We show that this behavior is a consequence of quantum confinement based on symmetry considerations.
Pb overlayers in our experiment were grown on a Ge(111) surface terminated by a monolayer (ML) of Pb to form a surface in the β phase [16] . The deposition and subsequent measurements were performed with the substrate maintained at -150 ºC. The Pb film thickness quoted below does not include the ML of the β phase. Discrete evolution of the quantum well peaks for increasing Pb coverage as observed by angle-resolved photoemission in the normal-emission direction ( Fig. 2(a) ) permits absolute determination of the film thickness.
The films are atomically uniform at integer ML coverages. The photoemission measurements were performed using 21.2 eV photons from a He lamp or synchrotron radiation from beamline 21B1-U9 at the National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center in Taiwan.
Angle-resolved photoemission mapping of Pb overlayers of thicknesses 2, 4, 6, 8, and 15
ML along the direction yield spectral functions shown in Fig. 3(a) . At 2 ML, the results closely resemble the k-resolved one-dimensional density of states of the Ge bulk band structure because of a strong hybridization of the Pb and Ge states and the large contribution from the Ge states within the photoemission probing depth [17, 18] . The results are well explained by the model spectral function [17] :
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where the dependence on is not explicitly shown, is the energy of the quantum well state without coupling, and are the lifetime broadenings of the QWS and the substrate states, respectively, and is the Ge band edge. Results of the fitting, shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 3(a) , match the data well. The solid purple curve shows , the dispersion of the "bare" QWS subband.
The corresponding data along for 2-5 ML are shown in Fig. 3(b) . Near , the spectral function at low coverages is dominated by the one-dimensional density of states of the 5 Ge substrate. Indicated in the figure are the Ge bulk band edges (dashed curves) for reference.
For between about -0.4 and -0.6 Å -1 , a bundle of steeply downward dispersing QWS subbands in the Pb films are observed. They resemble the calculated dispersion relations for freestanding films (green curves for the 2 ML case). The two vertical dashed lines indicate the points of the Pb and Ge surfaces. Unique among the set, the 2 ML case shows a parabolic band, centered about the Ge point, and its mirror image about the Pb point. This is a QWS subband of the second kind, for which the confinement is caused by umklapp reflections at the Ge substrate surface [21] . A parallel-epitaxy I(1×1) configuration is crucial for the formation of this state. The green squares indicate the calculated dispersion relation.
From the fitting (Fig. 3(a) ), the bare QWS energies at the zone center between 0 and -0.4 eV are extracted. Interference from the Ge band edges becomes minimal below -0.4 eV, and the quantum well peak positions are read off directly from the data ( Fig. 2(a) ). These experimental values, shown as red circles in Fig. 2(b) , are compared to a fit (blue squares) based on the
where is the perpendicular wave vector, are the phase shifts at the interface and surface, respectively, t is the Pb ML thickness, N + 1 is the number of Pb MLs (+ 1 to include the ML of the β phase), and n is a quantum number. The surface phase shift is taken from a calculation [11] . A fit using a known analytic form of [22] yields the curve in Fig. 2 Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) measurements reveal the film growth orientation (Fig. 4(a) ). Patterns from the bare Ge(111)-c(2×8) and the Pb/Ge(111)-β phase establish the reference orientations and scale factors. Upon Pb coverage at 2 ML, the pattern is suppressed. An attenuated Ge(111)-(1×1) substrate pattern remains and is accompanied by six short arcs with the same orientation but farther out. The radius of the arcs indicates an I(1×1) Pb overlayer. The arc lengths indicate a mosaic structure; so, the tendency for orientational order has a relatively broad energy minimum. At higher coverages, each arc splits into a pair of spots at about ±5º; thus the domains become locked into two symmetry-equivalent slightly twisted (111) orientations that are determined by the best near lattice match around the I(1×1) configuration (coincidence lattice configuration) [3, 23, 24] . For simplicity, we continue to refer to these twisted domains as I(1×1) domains. Also evident in the data is the emergence of domains at 3 ML which eventually dominates at higher Pb coverages. The fractional populations of I(1×1) and domains are deduced from the LEED intensities ( Fig. 4(b) ). The dashed curve is a fit to the I(1×1) population assuming a C/N dependence [25, 26] with C = 1.41.
Two competing factors are at play: one is the interfacial energy, which is independent of the film thickness and favors the lattice-matched configuration, and the other is the electronic energy associated with quantum confinement, which diminishes as 1/N and also depends on the degree of electronic hybridization across the Pb-Ge interface. A strong hybridization as a result 7 of electronic match minimizes the effects of confinement, leading to a lower system energy. We argue below that the I(1×1) configuration presents a much better electronic match than the configuration based on general symmetry considerations. Thus, the I(1×1) configuration is preferred at small thicknesses for Pb/Ge(111), and it is the sole configuration adopted by Ag/Ge(111)-(1x1) and Pb/Ge (111)- (1x1), where a rotated, accidentally matched configuration does not exist.
The symmetry property of interest concerns the mirror planes separated at 60º intervals in both Ge and Pb. Electronic states with wave vectors on these symmetry planes are of definite parity. States in Ge and Pb would be well coupled if they are of the same parity. This is the case for the I(1×1) configuration where the Pb and Ge share the same mirror operations, and the coupling potential V i in Eqs. (1) and (2) is an even function. States off but near these mirror planes remain well coupled as the deviation in parity is a second order effect. For this reason, the system would be tolerant to a small angular rotation of the film relative to the substrate. This explains the mosaic spread of the domains at 2 ML and the approximately ±5º twisted coincidence lattice configuration at higher coverages. The electronic mismatch becomes the greatest when the relative rotation of the Pb and Ge lattices reaches 30º. The parity mixing at the interface causes decoupling of the Pb and Ge states, leading to an enhanced confinement and an overall increase in system energy. The configuration thus has a higher energy, but the energy difference decays as 1/N. When N becomes large, the interfacial term takes over, and the system should transform from I(1×1) to .
Each population curve in Fig. 4 (b) exhibits a superimposed bilayer oscillation pattern for N 8 = 2-6, which is reminiscent of the one-dimensional shell effects associated with quantum confinement with a period of oscillation equal to one-half of the Fermi wavelength, or 2.2 ML [26] . Even N values of 2, 4, and 6 are more favorable for the I(1×1) configuration than the intervening odd N values (Fig. 4(b) ). A QWS subband happens to lie close to E 0 for N = 2, 4, and 6 ( Fig. 2(b) ), where the one-dimensional Ge density of states shows a peak ( Fig. 2(d) ). This coincidence implies a stronger hybridization and a lower confinement energy for the I(1×1) configuration, thus enhancing the I(1×1) population. This effect, not present for N = 3 and 5, leads to the bilayer oscillations. The system becomes fully I(1×1) at 2 ML, and this is the only case exhibiting a quantum well subband of the second kind ( Fig. 2(b) ). At higher coverages, the I(1×1) domains become fragmented, making the second-kind states unobservable. 
